My research explores the **principled** design and implementation of **self-aware computer systems**; i.e., those that automatically adapt their behavior to their environment and user goals. I am a systems researcher, but in my quest to build real systems with formally verifiable behavior I incorporate **control theory** and statistical **machine learning**.

### Background

As a graduate student, I fortunately had the opportunity to turn academic research (the Raw processor [35–37]) into a commercial product (the TILE family of processors [18, 38]). In addition to the excitement of seeing an idea transformed into something people could hold, the process of commercializing research opened my eyes to the challenges that real engineers (rather than academics) face in the current computing landscape. When meeting with customers, the following themes came up over and over again:

- The need to meet multiple — often competing — goals; e.g., high performance and low energy.
- The burden that complex, modern hardware puts on the engineers who must use these systems.
- The goals must be maintained in dynamic environments where components fail and workloads fluctuate.

### Research Goal: Principled Self-aware Computing

While today’s hardware and software systems haven given customers more features and choices, what these customers really need is help ensuring that their applications meet goals (e.g., performance, power, accuracy constraints) while remaining responsive to dynamic changes. Creating such systems is challenging for a number of reasons. First, these goals are interrelated, so choices made to meet one (e.g., performance) will affect others (e.g., energy). Second, developers need assurance that the system will respond correctly in fluctuating environments. Third, the system can respond at a number of levels — from hardware resource usage to algorithmic changes — and choices made across levels must be coordinated.

My work addresses these challenges by proposing and realizing the vision of **self-aware** computing systems that adapt to meet user-specified goals automatically and optimally [13]. I have developed new machine learning models for capturing the online interaction of different goals in modern computing systems [10, 15, 23, 25, 28, 39, 40]. To provide formal assurance of behavior in a dynamic environment, I have developed generalized control theoretic techniques that are 1) suitable for the unique challenges of computing systems, 2) emit formal guarantees of convergence to goals, and 3) have bounded convergence time [3–5, 9, 14, 15, 20, 21, 24, 26, 31, 40]. Finally, I work across the system stack from the circuit- [34] to the application-level [3], with recent work coordinating across the system stack [2, 6, 8–10]. Thus far, I have applied self-awareness to energy, performance, and application accuracy goals. Given the work’s energy-saving potential, Scientific American named my self-aware computing model one of ten **World Changing Ideas** in December 2011 [1].

The incorporation of control theory into computing systems is one of my work’s unique characteristics. Indeed, I envision deployment of systems which can be relied on to respond correctly to the unexpected, but how do we test such a capability? Any test scenario, is by definition, expected. Control theory provides valuable methodologies supporting formal reasoning about system dynamics before the system is deployed.

As an analogy consider cruise control in cars. They use simple control theoretic models relating fuel flow to speed. While myriad variables affect speed (including incline, wind velocity, road surface, tire pressure, and others), cruise controls ignore most of these, instead modeling current speed as a function of previous fuel flow. With this simple model, cruise controls provably drive the car at user-specified speeds despite road and environmental changes (e.g., turning into a strong headwind). One of my research goals is to bring this same capability — **formally verifiable dynamic behavior**, especially for performance, energy, and application accuracy — to computing systems. Thus, much of my work generalizes control models for use in computer systems [3, 4, 10, 21].

This statement describes my research 1) building self-aware systems that manage performance and energy tradeoffs, 2) building self-aware applications that manage accuracy and energy tradeoffs, and 3) approaches that combine application and system-level self-awareness to achieve greater energy savings than either in isolation. I conclude by discussing my future plans for self-aware computing, including applying it to additional goals like security and resilience to transient hardware faults.
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As thermal dissipation limits multicore scaling, energy and power have become first order concerns for all computing systems, from mobile (where energy defines battery life) to supercomputers (where power limits the transistors that can be brought to bear on science). To address power and energy, computer architects are exposing more and more complexity to software; e.g., by increasing processor heterogeneity and placing power states under software control.

A major challenge is that different hardware systems have very different power and performance tradeoffs. I have demonstrated that approaches which minimize energy on one system may be very inefficient on others [7, 19, 22]. Another challenge is that some systems want to deliver guaranteed performance (to meet real-time or quality-of-service constraints) and minimize energy while others need to guarantee power consumption (to prevent thermal faults) and maximize performance delivered to applications.

To address these concerns, I have developed OS-level techniques for meeting performance goals with minimal energy consumption using control theory on embedded systems [15, 24, 26]. Control solutions rely on robust models of system behavior, so I have complemented my control work with probabilistic graphical models that learn energy performance tradeoffs dynamically [28]. In other work, I have implemented OS support for maximizing delivered performance under a power constraint [14] and I have demonstrated these approaches deliver higher performance than Intel’s commodity hardware approach to this problem [39]. I am currently working with a team to integrate these techniques into the Argo operating system for exascale supercomputers [29].

One lesson I learned from this OS-level work is that greater energy savings are possible with more hardware support for both observing and adapting resource usage. Thus, I have several hardware projects that expose a wide array of resources for management by my self-aware OS [13], including novel energy monitoring circuits and low-voltage caches [34]. In other work, I have designed self-aware hardware for adapting GPU resource management to minimize interactive applications’ energy consumption [31] and developed techniques for managing individual ALUs and cache banks [40].

Whether implemented in hardware or software, these techniques have common themes based on the lessons I learned at my startup company. First, they handle constraints in multiple dimensions including performance, power, and energy. Second, they take high-level user goals and automatically manage resources to meet those goals. This automation 1) greatly relieves application programmer burden and 2) allows developers to produce more portable code by automatically tailoring resource usage to meet high-level goals optimally.

Self-aware Applications: Trading Accuracy for Other Benefits

I have spent significant effort creating frameworks enabling self-aware applications, focusing in particular on techniques for building approximate applications that dynamically tailor their output quality to available resources [30]. This work raises several challenges including creation of approximate applications and management of approximation so that just the right amount is used to meet goals given available resources. My work has addressed these challenges by: 1) creating new techniques that construct approximate applications from existing applications [16, 17, 27, 33] and 2) generalizing control theoretic solutions for managing dynamic application behavior [3–5, 20, 21].

Approximation increases application flexibility; e.g., when resources are scarce, rather than stop computing, an approximate application produces a slightly less accurate result [30]. While other work in this area requires the programmer to change application code (e.g., specify which functions or data are amenable to approximation), my work has developed two techniques that automatically find approximate variations for existing programs. First, loop perforation discards loop iterations and evaluates whether the resulting program still produces an acceptable output [16, 27, 33]. Second, dynamic knobs transform existing statically configured parameters into a data structure allowing dynamic response to changing resources [17].

When we deploy approximate applications, we would like guarantees that the application will behave as desired, generally using as little approximation as possible to meet its goals. For reasons mentioned above, I have applied control theoretic solutions to this problem [17]. Control systems have proved so useful in this regard, that I have worked to make them accessible to application programmers in general.

Therefore, I have designed a framework that automatically synthesizes control systems – with formally verifiable properties – for software applications [3]. Controllers produced by this technique guarantee that they will converge to the desired goal, provide bounds on convergence time, and have quantifiable robustness to error. I extended these techniques to control multiple goals simultaneously while maintaining formal guarantees [4]. I have also packaged a
controller into a library that users can add to their applications to meet soft real-time or QoS guarantees with minimal energy [21]. Critically, that library is platform independent – as performance/energy tradeoffs change from platform to platform, the application does not need to be rewritten – all energy related resource management is handled in the library layer. I have extended this library to support both performance and power constraints and dynamically switch between the two [20]. A novel contribution of this work is a generalization of classic control techniques so that the controller can be developed without specific knowledge of the system under control [11, 12, 24]. This generalization allows the same control implementations to be used in many different scenarios without rewriting the control code. These contributions have impacted both computing [3–5] and control [24, 26].

Coordinating Self-aware Systems and Applications
Adaptation is an enticing property for both systems and applications; many computer scientists have experimented with adaptation at different levels of the computing stack. Very little work, however, has studied the interaction of adaptation across different layers of the stack. Important questions must be addressed, such as: what issues arise when application and system adapt simultaneously? what benefits can be gained by combining adaptation in both regimes? what mechanisms can coordinate adaptation across the system stack?

Studying these issues is the subject of some of my latest research. In a recent invited talk, I argued that coordinating self-aware adaptation across system and application layer both avoids potential bad behavior (e.g., applications and systems violating timing and power constraints) and enables new opportunities (e.g., increased battery life for mobile devices) [8]. I have demonstrated that hierarchical control systems can coordinate across layers while still providing formal guarantees [9]. In other work, I have shown how combined hardware and software approaches to resilience and approximation can greatly reduce the overhead required to detect transient hardware faults [32]. I have also developed methods to combine system and application self-awareness to provide formal energy consumption guarantees even when application and system interaction are unknown prior to run time [10]. Finally, I have recently demonstrated that the combination of self-aware applications and systems can provide hard real-time guarantees and near optimal energy consumption for small, infrequent degradations in application output quality [2].

This is a new phase of research, but I believe study of interacting adaptation mechanisms will become increasingly important as developers increase the number of adaptive applications and systems deployed in real settings. Therefore, addressing the questions above is a major focus of my research going forward.

Summary and Future Work
My research studies self-aware adaptation as a fundamental property of computing systems. Self-aware systems have enhanced capability to respond to unknowns and fluctuating operating environments. By building such systems on a sound mathematical foundation, we can formally reason about their behavior in fluctuating environments and increase users’ confidence they will perform as desired.

Self-awareness as I have defined it here, then, is a cross-cutting issue and can be applied at many levels of the traditional computing stack. I have demonstrated the cross-cutting nature of this work by publishing in a number of venues, from circuit conferences (where I have detailed new methods for monitoring and adapting cache energy [34]) to software engineering (where I have developed automated methods for synthesizing software control systems [3]) and many venues in between, including embedded/real-time/cyberphysical, operating systems, and architecture.

In the future I will further the study of self-awareness as a first class property of computing. While my current research has developed self-aware techniques for performance, power, energy, and accuracy management, I will add new constraints to this mix. I am currently working on extending these techniques to support security and fault tolerance goals. I will also further study the interaction of adaptive systems. If the techniques I have outlined here are to become reality in the majority of computing systems, we must have principled methods for coordinating the behavior of multiple self-aware mechanisms developed by separate engineering teams. When we know that two separately developed self-aware systems can be simultaneously deployed to achieve the benefits of both, there will be no barrier to their widespread use.
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